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(54) DUAL-STAGE, SEPARATED GAS/FLUID SHOCK STRUT SERVICING

(57) A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut (100) comprises measuring a serv-
icing temperature, charging a secondary gas chamber
(140) with compressed gas, until a secondary chamber

pressure corresponds a target pressure based on the
servicing temperature, pumping oil into the shock strut
(100), and charging a primary gas chamber (130) with
compressed gas.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to landing gear,
and more particularly, to methods for servicing shock
struts.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Shock absorbing devices are used in a wide
variety of vehicle suspension systems for controlling mo-
tion of the vehicle and its tires with respect to the ground
and for reducing transmission of transient forces from
the ground to the vehicle. Shock absorbing struts are a
common component in most aircraft landing gear assem-
blies. Shock struts control motion of the landing gear,
and absorb and damp loads imposed on the gear during
landing, taxiing, braking, and takeoff.
[0003] A shock strut generally accomplishes these
functions by compressing a fluid within a sealed chamber
formed by hollow telescoping cylinders. The fluid gener-
ally includes both a gas and a liquid, such as hydraulic
fluid or oil. One type of shock strut generally utilizes an
"air-over-oil" arrangement wherein a trapped volume of
gas is compressed as the shock strut is axially com-
pressed, and a volume of oil is metered through an orifice.
The gas acts as an energy storage device, similar to a
spring, so that upon termination of a compressing force
the shock strut returns to its original length. Shock struts
also dissipate energy by passing the oil through the orifice
so that as the shock absorber is compressed or extended,
its rate of motion is limited by the damping action from
the interaction of the orifice and the oil.
[0004] Functionality and performance of a landing gear
shock strut depends on internal gas and oil levels. Gas
pressure and oil volume may be maintained within a de-
sign envelope to ensure that the landing gear function-
ality is within an acceptable range.

SUMMARY

[0005] A liquid and gas method for servicing a dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut is disclosed herein,
in accordance with various embodiments. The method
for servicing a dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut
may comprise measuring a servicing temperature,
charging a secondary gas chamber with a first quantity
of compressed gas, wherein a secondary chamber pres-
sure corresponds to the servicing temperature, pumping
an oil into the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut,
and charging a primary gas chamber with a second quan-
tity of compressed gas.
[0006] In various embodiments, the secondary gas
chamber may be charged with the second quantity of
compressed gas until the secondary chamber pressure
corresponds to the servicing temperature as indicated
by a secondary chamber servicing chart. The method

may further comprise extending the dual-stage, separat-
ed gas/fluid shock strut in response to the pumping,
wherein the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut
extends such that a shock strut extension and the sec-
ondary chamber pressure match an oil servicing refer-
ence curve. The method may further comprise extending
the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut to a shock
strut extension corresponding to the secondary chamber
pressure, in accordance with an oil servicing reference
curve, wherein the oil is pumped into the dual-stage, sep-
arated gas/fluid shock strut to a pre-determined pressure.
The oil servicing reference curve may be provided in the
form of at least one of a series of curves or a series of
tables for various servicing temperatures. The primary
gas chamber may be charged with the second quantity
of compressed gas until a primary chamber pressure and
a shock strut extension correspond to a primary chamber
servicing reference curve. The method may further com-
prise releasing a gas from the primary gas chamber. The
method may further comprise releasing a gas from the
secondary gas chamber. The pre-determined pressure
may be about 517 kPa (75 psi).
[0007] A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut is disclosed herein, in accordance
with various embodiments. The method for servicing a
dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut may com-
prise charging a secondary gas chamber with a first quan-
tity of compressed gas, wherein a secondary chamber
pressure corresponds to a servicing temperature, pump-
ing an oil into an oil chamber of the dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut, wherein the dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut extends until a first shock strut ex-
tension and the secondary chamber pressure match an
oil servicing reference curve, and charging a primary gas
chamber with a second quantity of compressed gas until
a second shock strut extension and a primary chamber
pressure match a primary chamber servicing reference
curve.
[0008] In various embodiments, at least one of the oil
servicing reference curve and the primary chamber serv-
icing reference curve correspond to the servicing tem-
perature. The method may further comprise measuring
the servicing temperature. The method may further com-
prise releasing a gas from the primary gas chamber. The
method may further comprise releasing a gas from the
secondary gas chamber.
[0009] A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut is disclosed herein, in accordance
with various embodiments. The method for servicing a
dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut may com-
prise charging a secondary gas chamber with a first quan-
tity of compressed gas, wherein a secondary chamber
pressure corresponds to a servicing temperature, circu-
lating an oil through an oil chamber of the dual-stage,
separated gas/fluid shock strut via an oil charge port and
an oil bleed port, extending the dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut to a shock strut extension corre-
sponding to the secondary chamber pressure according
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to an oil servicing reference curve, closing the oil bleed
port, pumping the oil into the oil chamber until an oil cham-
ber pressure reaches a pre-determined pressure, closing
the oil charge port, extending the dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut to a fully extended position, and
charging a primary gas chamber with a second quantity
of compressed gas until a shock strut extension and a
primary chamber pressure match a primary chamber
servicing reference curve.
[0010] In various embodiments, at least one of the oil
servicing reference curve and the primary chamber serv-
icing reference curve correspond to the servicing tem-
perature. The method may further comprise measuring
the servicing temperature. The pre-determined pressure
may comprise about 517 kPa (75 psi). The method may
further comprise releasing a gas from the primary gas
chamber. The method may further comprise releasing a
gas from the secondary gas chamber.
[0011] The forgoing features and elements may be
combined in various combinations without exclusivity,
unless expressly indicated herein otherwise. These fea-
tures and elements as well as the operation of the dis-
closed embodiments will become more apparent in light
of the following description and accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

FIG. 1 illustrates a functional schematic view of a
dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut at a max-
imum shock strut extension, in accordance with var-
ious embodiments;
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for servicing a dual-stage,
separated gas/fluid shock strut, in accordance with
various embodiments;
FIG. 3A illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with gas re-
leased from a primary chamber, in accordance with
various embodiments;
FIG. 3B illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with gas re-
leased from the primary chamber and a secondary
chamber, in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3C illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with the sec-
ondary chamber charged with compressed gas to a
secondary chamber pressure as specified by a sec-
ondary chamber pressure servicing chart, in accord-
ance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3D illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with an oil
pump circulating oil through an oil chamber of the
shock strut, in accordance with various embodi-
ments;
FIG. 3E illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with an oil
pump pumping oil into an oil chamber of the shock

strut and the shock strut extended to a shock strut
extension of X2 in response to the pumping, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3F illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with an oil
pump circulating oil through an oil chamber of the
shock strut and the shock strut extended to a shock
strut extension of X2 in response to a servicing tool,
in accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3G illustrates a schematic view of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut with a gas bot-
tle coupled to the primary gas chamber and having
pressurized the primary gas chamber to a primary
chamber pressure P1 to match extension X1, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary secondary chamber
pressure servicing chart, in accordance with various
embodiments;
FIG. 5A illustrates an oil servicing reference curve
with respect to a secondary chamber pressure curve,
in accordance with various embodiments; and
FIG. 5B illustrates a primary chamber servicing ref-
erence curve with respect to an oil servicing refer-
ence curve, in accordance with various embodi-
ments.

[0013] The subject matter of the present disclosure is
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con-
cluding portion of the specification. A more complete un-
derstanding of the present disclosure, however, may best
be obtained by referring to the detailed description and
claims when considered in connection with the drawing
figures, wherein like numerals denote like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The detailed description of exemplary embodi-
ments herein makes reference to the accompanying
drawings, which show exemplary embodiments by way
of illustration. While these exemplary embodiments are
described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the disclosure, it should be understood that
other embodiments may be realized and that logical
changes and adaptations in design and construction may
be made in accordance with this disclosure and the
teachings herein without departing from the scope of the
disclosure. Thus, the detailed description herein is pre-
sented for purposes of illustration only and not of limita-
tion.
[0015] Methods for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut are provided herein. The methods,
as described herein, may be useful for servicing a shock
strut both weight on wheels (WONW), such as when an
aircraft is supported by its wheels on the ground, and
weight off wheels (WOFFW), such as when an aircraft is
suspended in the air (e.g., aircraft on jacks). The meth-
ods, as described herein, may be useful for servicing a
shock strut in a wide range of ambient temperatures.
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Since the effects of temperature on the shock strut inter-
nal fluid levels have been taken into account in deriving
the servicing tables/charts, as described herein, the
shock strut may be serviced to the nominal levels of oil
and gas, regardless of ambient temperature. The meth-
ods, as described herein may provide a more time-effi-
cient servicing, since the oil is serviced at a high pressure
which may allow for a less-extensive bleeding procedure
and minimal or no shock strut cycling during the oil serv-
icing.
[0016] With reference to FIG. 1, a dual-stage, separat-
ed gas/fluid shock strut (shock strut) 100 is illustrated, in
accordance with various embodiments. Shock strut 100
may comprise a strut cylinder 110 and a strut piston 120.
Strut piston 120 may be operatively coupled to strut cyl-
inder 110 as described herein. Strut cylinder 110 may be
configured to receive strut piston 120 in a manner that
allows the two components to telescope together and
absorb and dampen forces transmitted thereto. In various
embodiments, a liquid, such as a hydraulic fluid and/or
oil may be located within strut cylinder 110. Further, a
gas, such as nitrogen or air, may be located within strut
cylinder 110. Strut cylinder 110 and strut piston 120 may,
for example, be configured to seal such that fluid con-
tained within strut cylinder 110 is prevented from leaking
as strut piston 120 translates relative to strut cylinder 110.
[0017] Shock strut 100 may consist of a low pressure,
primary gas chamber 130 in which gas is contained. In
this regard, a volume of gas 131 may be contained within
primary gas chamber 130. Shock strut 100 may further
consist of a high pressure, secondary gas chamber 140.
In this regard, a volume of gas 141 may be contained
within secondary gas chamber 140. The volume of gas
131 may be at a lower pressure than the volume of gas
141 when shock strut 100 is in the fully extended position
(i.e., at a shock strut stroke of zero), also referred to here-
in as a full extension 193. Shock strut 100 may further
consist of an oil chamber 150. In this regard, a volume
of oil 151 may be contained within oil chamber 150. Pri-
mary gas chamber 130 may be separated from oil cham-
ber 150 via a separator piston (also referred to herein as
a first separator piston) 132. Secondary gas chamber
140 may be separated from oil chamber 150 via a sep-
arator piston (also referred to herein as a second sepa-
rator piston) 142. Primary gas chamber 130 may be lo-
cated at a first end 191 of shock strut 100. Secondary
gas chamber 140 may be located at a second end 192
of shock strut 100.
[0018] Shock strut 100 may further consist of an orifice
plate 114. Orifice plate 114 may be located in oil chamber
150. Shock strut 100 may comprise an oil charge port
102 in fluid communication with oil chamber 150. Shock
strut 100 may comprise an oil bleed port 104 in fluid com-
munication with oil chamber 150. Shock strut 100 may
comprise a primary chamber gas charge port 135 in fluid
communication with primary gas chamber 130. Shock
strut 100 may comprise a secondary chamber gas charge
port 145 in fluid communication with secondary gas

chamber 140.
[0019] In various embodiments, shock strut 100 may
be installed onto a landing gear of an aircraft. During a
landing event, shock strut 100 may be compressed
wherein strut piston 120 translates into strut cylinder 110.
During the landing, the shock strut may initially function
as a single-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut by me-
tering oil through orifice plate 114 and compressing the
volume of gas 131 in primary gas chamber 130. The com-
pression of primary gas chamber 130 may continue until
the pressure (also referred to herein as a primary cham-
ber pressure) in primary gas chamber 130 is greater than
the pressure (also referred to herein as a secondary
chamber pressure) of the volume of gas 141 within sec-
ondary gas chamber 140.
[0020] A method of servicing such a shock strut (e.g.,
shock strut 100), having both oil and gas, is provided
herein, in accordance with various embodiments.
[0021] With reference to FIG. 2, a method 200 for serv-
icing a shock strut is provided, in accordance with various
embodiments. Method 200 may be for servicing a shock
strut under WONW conditions. Method 200 may be for
servicing a shock strut under WOFFW conditions. With
combined reference to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, method 200
may include releasing gas from the primary gas chamber
(step 210). Step 210 may include slowly releasing gas
from primary gas chamber 130 via primary chamber gas
charge port 135. FIG. 3A illustrates shock strut 100 with
gas released from primary gas chamber 130. Shock strut
100 may begin to compress to an extension 194 with gas
released from primary gas chamber 130. Method 200
may include releasing gas from the secondary gas cham-
ber (step 220). Step 220 may include releasing gas from
secondary gas chamber 140 via secondary chamber gas
charge port 145. FIG. 3B illustrates shock strut 100 in a
fully compressed position with gas released from sec-
ondary gas chamber 140. Shock strut 100 may compress
to a minimum extension 195 with gas released from both
primary gas chamber 130 and secondary gas chamber
140. Minimum extension 195 may be referred to as a
maximum shock strut stroke. If step 210 and step 220
are performed WONW, the shock strut may automatically
compress to a fully compressed position due to the weight
of the aircraft acting on shock strut 100. If step 210 and
step 220 are performed WOFFW, method 200 may fur-
ther include compressing the shock strut to a fully com-
pressed position using a service tool.
[0022] Method 200 may include measuring a servicing
temperature of the shock strut (step 230). Step 230 may
include measuring a surface temperature of shock strut
100. Step 230 may include measuring an ambient tem-
perature in close proximity to shock strut 100. Step 230
may be performed with a temperature sensor.
[0023] Method 200 may include charging the second-
ary gas chamber 140 with gas (also referred to herein as
a first quantity of compressed gas) (step 240). With com-
bined reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3C, step 240 may
include opening secondary chamber gas charge port
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145. Secondary chamber gas charge port 145 may be
opened before secondary gas chamber 140 is charged
with gas. Step 240 may include connecting a compressed
gas bottle 390 to secondary chamber gas charge port
145. Step 240 may include charging the secondary gas
chamber 140 with compressed gas until the pressure
within secondary gas chamber 140 reaches a pre-deter-
mined pressure value P2. Step 240 may include pressu-
rizing the compressed gas to a pre-determined pressure
value P2 as specified by a secondary chamber pressure
servicing chart which provides secondary gas chamber
pressure values P2 for various temperatures, such as
servicing chart 400, with momentary reference to FIG. 4.
Secondary gas chamber 140 may be charged to a pres-
sure P2 corresponding to the measured temperature de-
scribed in step 230. Step 240 may include opening oil
bleed port 104 prior to charging secondary gas chamber
140 with gas, in accordance with various embodiments.
Opening oil bleed port 104 may allow excessive oil in oil
chamber 150 to exit oil chamber 150 as separator piston
142 moves towards first end 191, with momentary refer-
ence to FIG. 1.
[0024] With reference to FIG. 4, it is noteworthy that
servicing chart 400 depicts only three temperatures and
that a servicing chart 400 may provide any number of
temperatures to provide a finer resolution of temperature
versus pressure values. Moreover, the pressure set-
points at various servicing temperatures may be deter-
mined based on a nominal inflation pressure of the sec-
ondary gas chamber 140 at 20°C (68°F), by taking real
gas properties, of nitrogen for example, into account.
Pressure set-points may vary from one shock strut to
another based upon shock strut design. With combined
reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3C, step 240 may include
closing secondary chamber gas charge port 145 after
the secondary gas chamber 140 has been charged to
the pre-determined pressure value P2. Step 240 may
include connecting a pressure gauge 394 to secondary
chamber gas charge port 145 (see FIG. 3D).
[0025] Method 200 may include pumping oil into the
shock strut (step 250). Step 250 may include ensuring
that the primary chamber gas charge port 135 is open.
Opening primary chamber gas charge port 135 may as-
sure that the separator piston 132 is fully translated to-
wards first end 191 (with brief reference to FIG. 1). 130
Step 250 may include opening oil charge port 102. Step
250 may include opening oil bleed port 104. Step 250
may include connecting a high pressure oil servicing
pump 392 to oil charge port 102. Step 250 may include
pumping oil through oil chamber 150. Step 250 may in-
clude circulating oil through oil chamber 150 to remove
gas from the oil chamber 150. In this regard, the oil may
enter oil charge port 102 and exit oil bleed port 104. Oil
may be circulated through oil chamber 150 until no gas
bubbles are observed exiting oil bleed port 104.
[0026] With combined reference to FIG. 2, FIG. 3E,
and FIG. 5A, if step 250 is performed WONW, step 250
may include closing oil bleed port 104 and pumping oil

into oil chamber 150 until the shock strut extends and
the pressure (i.e., P2) within secondary gas chamber 140
and the shock strut extension (i.e., X2) values match the
oil servicing reference curve 510. Stated differently, step
250 may include pumping oil into oil chamber 150 until
the shock strut extends to a shock strut extension (i.e.,
X2) corresponding to the secondary chamber pressure
(i.e., P2), as indicated by oil servicing reference curve
510. In various embodiments, shock strut extension X2
may be referred to herein as a first shock strut extension.
[0027] With combined reference to FIG. 2, FIG. 3F,
and FIG. 5A, if step 250 is performed WOFFW, step 250
may include leaving oil bleed port 104 open and using a
tool (e.g., a shock strut servicing tool) to extend the shock
strut 100, whilst circulating oil through oil chamber 150,
until the shock strut extends to a shock strut extension
(i.e., X2) such that the pressure (i.e., P2) within second-
ary gas chamber 140 and the shock strut extension (i.e.,
X2) values match the oil servicing reference curve 510.
Since, in this case, the oil bleed port 104 is open, the
pressure P2 in secondary gas chamber 140 may remain
at the set-point specified in step 240, and thus the shock
strut servicing tool is used to extend the shock strut to
extension X2. Once extension X2 is achieved, oil bleed
port 104 may be closed and oil may be pumped, via high
pressure oil servicing pump 392, into oil chamber 150,
until the pressure in oil chamber 150 reaches a pre-de-
termined value, such as about 517.1 kPa (75 psi) for ex-
ample, wherein the term "about" in this regard means,
for example, 6 68.95 kPa (10 psi) while shock strut ex-
tension is maintained with the servicing tool. Charging
the oil chamber 150 with pressurized oil may collapse
any residual air (or nitrogen) pockets leftover in oil cham-
ber 150. The pressure P2 in secondary gas chamber 140
may remain at the set-point value as specified in step
240. With reference to FIG. 5A, the oil servicing reference
curve 510 may be derived as a function of servicing tem-
perature and can be provided to an operator in the form
of a series of curves or a series of tables for various serv-
icing temperatures. Oil bulk modulus, oil thermal expan-
sion/contraction, servicing temperature, shock strut de-
sign parameters, secondary chamber inflation pressure,
and/or real gas properties may be taken into account in
deriving oil servicing reference curve 510. Moreover, the
Y-axis (i.e., the extension axis) on oil servicing reference
curve 510 may be adjusted by the possible difference
between the nominal and actual values for shock strut
extension in the fully extended position. In various em-
bodiments, the minimum secondary chamber pressure
590 may correspond to the minimum pressure of table
400.
[0028] In various embodiments, step 250 may include
closing the secondary chamber gas charge port 145 and
removing the pressure gauge 394 from the secondary
gas chamber 140. Step 250 may include closing the oil
charge port 102 and removing the high pressure oil serv-
icing pump 392 from the oil chamber 150.
[0029] With combined reference to FIG. 2, FIG. 3G,
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and FIG. 5B, method 200 may include charging the pri-
mary chamber with compressed gas (also referred to
herein as a second quantity of compressed gas) (step
260). Step 260 may include connecting gas bottle 390 to
primary chamber gas charge port 135. Step 260 may
include charging primary gas chamber 130 with com-
pressed gas (such as nitrogen for example), via gas bottle
390. Step 260 may include charging primary gas cham-
ber 130 with compressed gas until the primary chamber
pressure P1 and the shock strut extension X1 match the
primary chamber servicing reference curve 506 (see FIG.
5B). Stated differently, step 260 may include charging
primary gas chamber 130 with compressed gas until the
primary chamber pressure P1 corresponds to the shock
strut extension X1 as indicated by primary chamber serv-
icing reference curve 506 (see FIG. 5B). In various em-
bodiments, shock strut extension X1 may be referred to
herein as a second shock strut extension.
[0030] If step 260 is performed WOFFW, the service
tool may be removed and the primary gas chamber 130
filled with gas until the primary chamber pressure P1 and
the shock strut extension, in the fully extended position,
match the primary chamber servicing reference curve
506.
[0031] With reference to FIG. 5B, primary chamber
servicing reference curve 506 may be derived as a func-
tion of servicing temperature and can be provided to an
operator in the form of a series of curves or a series of
tables for various servicing temperatures. Oil bulk mod-
ulus, oil thermal expansion/contraction, servicing tem-
perature, shock strut design parameters, secondary
chamber inflation pressure, and/or real gas properties
may be taken into account in deriving primary chamber
servicing reference curve 506. Moreover, the Y-axis on
primary chamber servicing reference curve 506 may be
adjusted by the possible difference between the nominal
and actual values for shock strut extension in the fully
extended position. In various embodiments, the mini-
mum primary chamber pressure 491 may occur at a max-
imum extension.
[0032] Step 260 may include closing the primary cham-
ber gas charge port 135 and removing the gas bottle 390
from the primary gas chamber 130.
[0033] Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to
problems have been described herein with regard to spe-
cific embodiments. Furthermore, the connecting lines
shown in the various figures contained herein are intend-
ed to represent exemplary functional relationships and/or
physical couplings between the various elements. It
should be noted that many alternative or additional func-
tional relationships or physical connections may be
present in a practical system. However, the benefits, ad-
vantages, solutions to problems, and any elements that
may cause any benefit, advantage, or solution to occur
or become more pronounced are not to be construed as
critical, required, or essential features or elements of the
disclosure.
[0034] The scope of the disclosure is accordingly to be

limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in
which reference to an element in the singular is not in-
tended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so
stated, but rather "one or more." It is to be understood
that unless specifically stated otherwise, references to
"a," "an," and/or "the" may include one or more than one
and that reference to an item in the singular may also
include the item in the plural. All ranges and ratio limits
disclosed herein may be combined.
[0035] Moreover, where a phrase similar to "at least
one of A, B, and C" is used in the claims, it is intended
that the phrase be interpreted to mean that A alone may
be present in an embodiment, B alone may be present
in an embodiment, C alone may be present in an embod-
iment, or that any combination of the elements A, B and
C may be present in a single embodiment; for example,
A and B, A and C, B and C, or A and B and C.
[0036] The steps recited in any of the method or proc-
ess descriptions may be executed in any order and are
not necessarily limited to the order presented. Further-
more, any reference to singular includes plural embodi-
ments, and any reference to more than one component
or step may include a singular embodiment or step. El-
ements and steps in the figures are illustrated for sim-
plicity and clarity and have not necessarily been rendered
according to any particular sequence. For example, steps
that may be performed concurrently or in different order
are illustrated in the figures to help to improve under-
standing of embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0037] Systems, methods and apparatus are provided
herein. In the detailed description herein, references to
"one embodiment", "an embodiment", "various embodi-
ments", etc., indicate that the embodiment described
may include a particular feature, structure, or character-
istic, but every embodiment may not necessarily include
the particular feature, structure, or characteristic. More-
over, such phrases are not necessarily referring to the
same embodiment. Further, when a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic is described in connection with
an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the knowl-
edge of one skilled in the art to affect such feature, struc-
ture, or characteristic in connection with other embodi-
ments whether or not explicitly described. After reading
the description, it will be apparent to one skilled in the
relevant art(s) how to implement the disclosure in alter-
native embodiments.
[0038] Furthermore, no element, component, or meth-
od step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedi-
cated to the public regardless of whether the element,
component, or method step is explicitly recited in the
claims. As used herein, the terms "comprises", "compris-
ing", or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover
a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,
article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements
does not include only those elements but may include
other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such
process, method, article, or apparatus.
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Claims

1. A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut (100), comprising:

measuring a servicing temperature;
charging a secondary gas chamber (140) with
a first quantity of compressed gas, wherein a
secondary chamber pressure corresponds to
the servicing temperature;
pumping an oil into the dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut (100); and
charging a primary gas chamber (130) with a
second quantity of compressed gas.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the secondary gas
chamber (140) is charged with the second quantity
of compressed gas until the secondary chamber
pressure corresponds to the servicing temperature
as indicated by a secondary chamber servicing
chart.

3. The method of claims 1 or 2, further comprising ex-
tending the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock
strut (100) in response to the pumping, wherein the
dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut (100) ex-
tends such that a shock strut extension and the sec-
ondary chamber pressure match an oil servicing ref-
erence curve.

4. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing:
extending the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock
strut (100) to a shock strut extension corresponding
to the secondary chamber pressure, in accordance
with an oil servicing reference curve, wherein the oil
is pumped into the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid
shock strut (100) to a pre-determined pressure.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the oil servicing ref-
erence curve is provided in the form of at least one
of a series of curves or a series of tables for various
servicing temperatures.

6. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the pri-
mary gas chamber (130) is charged with the second
quantity of compressed gas until a primary chamber
pressure and a shock strut extension correspond to
a primary chamber servicing reference curve; and/or
further comprising releasing a gas from the primary
gas chamber (130); and/or
further comprising releasing a gas from the second-
ary gas chamber (140).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the pre-determined
pressure is about 517.1 kPa (75 psi).

8. A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated

gas/fluid shock strut (100), comprising:

charging a secondary gas chamber (140) with
a first quantity of compressed gas, wherein a
secondary chamber pressure corresponds to a
servicing temperature;
pumping an oil into an oil chamber of the dual-
stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut (100),
wherein the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid
shock strut (100) extends until a first shock strut
extension and the secondary chamber pressure
match an oil servicing reference curve; and
charging a primary gas chamber (130) with a
second quantity of compressed gas until a sec-
ond shock strut extension and a primary cham-
ber pressure match a primary chamber servicing
reference curve.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein at least one of the
oil servicing reference curve and the primary cham-
ber servicing reference curve correspond to the serv-
icing temperature.

10. The method of claims 8 or 9, further comprising
measuring the servicing temperature; and/or
further comprising releasing a gas from the primary
gas chamber (130); and/or
further comprising releasing a gas from the second-
ary gas chamber (140).

11. A method for servicing a dual-stage, separated
gas/fluid shock strut (100), comprising:

charging a secondary gas chamber (140) with
a first quantity of compressed gas, wherein a
secondary chamber pressure corresponds to a
servicing temperature;
circulating an oil through an oil chamber of the
dual-stage, separated gas/fluid shock strut
(100) via an oil charge port and an oil bleed port;
extending the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid
shock strut (100) to a shock strut extension cor-
responding to the secondary chamber pressure
according to an oil servicing reference curve;
closing the oil bleed port;
pumping the oil into the oil chamber until an oil
chamber pressure reaches a pre-determined
pressure;
closing the oil charge port;
extending the dual-stage, separated gas/fluid
shock strut (100) to a fully extended position;
and
charging a primary gas chamber (130) with a
second quantity of compressed gas until a shock
strut extension and a primary chamber pressure
match a primary chamber servicing reference
curve.
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12. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one of the
oil servicing reference curve and the primary cham-
ber servicing reference curve correspond to the serv-
icing temperature.

13. The method of claims 11 or 12, further comprising
measuring the servicing temperature.

14. The method of any of claims 11-13, wherein the pre-
determined pressure comprises about 517.1 kPa (75
psi).

15. The method of any of claims 11-14, further compris-
ing releasing a gas from the primary gas chamber
(130); and/or
further comprising releasing a gas from the second-
ary gas chamber (140).
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